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This is a 10-page booklet with exercises to help you generate concepts for writing projects, 

combine elements for ideas, and get unstuck. 

 

Part I contains a multi-part exercise based on a list of premises that I’ll give you.  

 

Part II contains two exercises based on a list of your favorite movies (or TV shows).  

   

Part I 
 

During a heat wave in Seattle one summer, I worked on an oddball project to get more practice 

generating concepts for different genres. Mainly, it involved distilling a collection of movie 

descriptions from Leonard Maltin's 2015 Movie Guide.  
 

This section is the result of many hours of work reading the entirety of that massive guide, 

marking the descriptions that grabbed me, then reducing them into much more simplified loglines.  

 

But I’m going to make it as easy as possible for you. I’m going to give you my list of simplified 

premises and a few exercises to go with them.  

  

 

5 easy steps to generating genre-based ideas 
 

1) Pick some premises from the main list that grab you. The list is just below this section. 

 

2) Choose five genres you’re interested in. They could be your favorite genres, or ones you'd like 

to get more practice working with. Feel free to use subgenres. 

 

3) Under each description you want to work with, list your genres.*  

 

4) Quickly create a dead-simple premise for each genre.  

 

5) Choose one of those genre premises, and build that into a concept that is singularly yours. 

 
*Note that you can use the list directly to build a concept or combine with other elements, without using the 

steps involving genres, if you’d rather.  

 

Here’s the list of descriptions. You might want to copy and paste the ones you like into a text file.  

 



 

Step 1: Pick some descriptions from this main list... 
 

An alienated, wandering person finds themselves saddled with something unexpected 

 

The work of underdogs topples something big 

 

Someone returns found items to the original owner 

 

A group of people are invited to a place where they're picked off one by one 

 

A special ops soldier must find and kill someone dangerous 

 

A malcontent is drawn into other people's lives 

 

An unemployed person finds empowerment when they masquerade as someone else for a day 

 

Someone tries to find out what happened to their friend 

 

Person invites guests to his house knowing one is a supernatural creature 

 

Someone hires an expert to tutor their partner, but it backfires 

 

Someone tries to reconstruct their life but runs into some serious obstacles 

 

Someone runs into a corrupt family in control of a town and plays them against one another 

 

An odd stranger interferes in a hit man's current job 

 

An unprepared person is tasked with representing their organization at an event 

 

Someone visits a haunted house, where they get involved in the lives of the ghosts  

 

An M&A process goes sideways 

 

Someone shows a younger person how to do their job better 

 

An ambitious person assembles and manages an unlikely group 

 

Aliens conduct secret experiments in an attempt to become more human 



 

A young person pairs up with a mysterious older person so both can settle scores 

 

A group of people go on an annual bonding adventure, and it doesn’t go well 

 

An outside consultant is hired to improve a workplace and falls for someone who works there 

 

A bored person becomes fascinated by someone whose life is different from theirs 

 

A famous person on tour is stranded in a very ordinary place  

 

A remote outpost harbors a restive spirit that’s about to get its revenge 

 

A group of friends who hang out in a particular place is about to face major changes 

 

A competition among friends has goes awry 

 

A consultant embeds him/herself into a highly secretive group 

 

Someone tries to find the family of someone who died, which leads them into a strange world 

 

A family is disconcerted when one of their children brings home an unusual person as their spouse 

 

Someone attempts to put roadblocks into a foe's unstoppable path 

 

A small performing act or group is shaken by the addition of someone new 

 

A protracted battle for a parcel of land gets more difficult 

 

Something that someone loves is missing or captured and they go on a quest to find it 
 

An outsider agrees to work for both quarreling sides, pitting them against each other 

 

Someone who once had great promise and gave up on a career finds something else to do 

 

An outsider joins forces with a rival to complete a difficult task 

 

A group of unemployed people do something unusual in a desperate need for money  

 

A washed-up group, reduced to making increasingly intolerable appearances, find themselves in an 

extraordinary situation  



 

When corporate competition in a particular industry becomes cutthroat, one of them promotes an 

unlikely outsider who quickly becomes a powerful force 

 

A group of people engage in an activity to escape the pressures of their lives 

 

A professional abandons his/her team 

 

Someone tries to dupe someone else into believing they're still living in a particular situation 

 

A police investigator finds herself in a labyrinthine trail 

 

Corrupt people recruit an ordinary person to do a job, with unexpected results 

 

Someone whose best days are behind them gets a therapist or coach when they have to take on 

the biggest job of their career 

 

Ruthless person tries to merge two or three entities/companies into a united empire 

 

Detective pursues an alien criminal 

 

A conniving spouse maneuvers his estranged ex into staying in the career he/she loves  

 

A criminal who informed has been in hiding for years but hit men track him/her down 

 

Someone tries to anticipate and influence the moves of someone who may be planning to defect 

to another side 

 

Someone has to repress their natural talent and skill until someone calls on them for help 

 

A would-be killer pulls someone with something to make up for into a cat-and-mouse game 

 

Castoff member of family sets out to eliminate them all 

 

Aspiring filmmakers search a scene for a subject for their new movie, and wind up discovering 

something incredible 

 

People are reunited by a friend’s funeral 

 

A company's rep is assigned to buy something the company needs in an unusual location 

 



 

Someone tries to steal an account away from a rival 

 

Someone is mistaken for someone else and is caught between two rival forces 

 

Someone with an unusual job strikes up a friendship while on assignment 

 

Someone starts a sideline service to his main business that quickly takes over his life 

 

A tiny organization takes an action much more suited to a far bigger organization 

 

Two longtime enemies who once had the same job are forced to work together 

 

A quiet, cultured killer comes into a town to do a job 

 

An odd person comes to stay, uninvited 

 

Someone who's waiting for someone to return has to deal with some newcomers 

 

People are magically transported into a seemingly perfect world  

 

Someone just out of prison finds everything changed 

 

Someone who's left for dead by their unfaithful spouse seeks revenge  

 

A genius is recruited to join an elite think tank, only to find something unusual is happening to its 

members 

 

Someone confined to a room discovers a possible murder 

 

Honest person is mistaken for a contract killer 

 

Someone is won in a game and brought to an unsuitable environment  

 

An expert is reluctantly pressed into service by his country  

 

An unlikely group enters a contest where a down-on-his-luck manager sees their potential 

 

A group of employees travel to a remote location for a company retreat 

 

Three lonely people become friends 



 

Someone starts a business in a highly specialized field despite a lack of experience 

 

A struggling actor has to cover for a friend, who has a high-profile job 

 

People in an isolated location are killed one by one 

 

Someone’s life and career hits bottom until they get a chance to redeem him/herself 

 

Someone's hired by an old friend to keep an eye on the friend's spouse 

 

A down-and-out person masquerades as someone else and succeeds 

 

A lonely person goes on a journey through a city to find something  

 

Documentary filmmakers try to chronicle someone’s day-to-day existence, and become involved in 

ways they never anticipated 

 

Someone from the past insinuates him/herself into the lives of a family 

 

A detective goes undercover in a close-knit community 

 

Someone is deeply shaken when they lose something, setting off a chain reaction 

 

Someone tries out a piece of advice, over and over 

 

Step 2 & 3: Choose your genres, then list them under your description 

 
It may help to list some keywords or tropes for each genre. For crime, your list of keywords could 

include contract killers, assassins, robbery, heist, crime family, mob boss, affair, informant, ex-con, 

revenge, etc. For keyword ideas, look at TV Tropes, Wikipedia, or movies in that genre on Netflix.

      

Step 4: Quickly create a dead-simple premise for each genre. 
 

Write down a basic genre premise without overthinking it. Don’t worry if it’s stunningly banal. It’s 

a starting point. 

 

 

Here’s an example: 

 



 

Someone tries to find the family of someone who died, which leads them into a strange world 

 

Horror: She gets trapped in a twisted family’s ancestral mansion 

Thriller: Powerful forces are also looking for the person and their family  

Coming-of-age: An obsessed high school student tries to find them 

Crime: ...which puts her in the crosshairs of a dangerous underbelly of criminals 

Sci-fi: Someone’s AI assistant tries to find them and is forced to extend beyond their programming 

 

Step 5: Choose one of those genre premises, and build that into a more solid 

concept—one that you put your own unique and weird spin on 

 
You would also combine elements you’ve been mentally tinkering with lately, elements from your 

idea files and from your surroundings, and start fitting some pieces together. You could substitute, 

reverse, magnify, eliminate, change.  

 

Think about it, then leave it alone for a while and go do an undemanding task, or take a long walk. 

That should lead to some insight, and more elements clicking into place.  

 

Part II 
 

In part II, make a list of your favorite movies (though you can work with TV, as well).  

 

The advantage to these works being things you love is that you’re deeply familiar with them. That 

familiarity will let you easily combine and mix elements within the list.   

 

Got your list?  

 

Next, try the following exercises: 

 

▪ Morning Glory meets Event Horizon 

 

▪ The Sexy Vicar 

 

 

 

 



 

Morning Glory meets Event Horizon 
 

There was a time when Netflix kept showing me that people who watched rom-com Morning 

Glory also watched sci-fi horror nightmare Event Horizon.  
 

Whether or not someone was having fun with the algorithms, this is a fun exercise where you pair 

one movie from your favorites list with another from that same list—then come up with a premise 

that combines both. 

 

Here are some examples: 

 

Alien - Meet Me in St. Louis 

A family is trapped with a bloodthirsty alien during the St. Louis World’s Fair in 1903 

 

All the President's Men - Harold and Maude 

A sarcastic old goth and a young optimist investigate a conspiracy that takes down a presidency 

 

Blade Runner - The Station Agent 

A detective from a bleak dystopian future travels back in time to live in an old train station, but his 

neighbors keep intruding 

 

The Cabin in the Woods - Withnail and I 
Two unemployed friends visit a family member in the countryside, hoping to get in his good graces 

for an imminent inheritance, but find that their host has left specific instructions—and if they’re 

not followed, punishment is swift... 

 

Ghostbusters - Midnight Run 

A scientist is tasked with escorting an Eldritch god trapped inside a human body across the country 

 

Le Samourai - Close Encounters of the Third Kind 

While a suave contract killer is doing a job, he sees a mysterious light and becomes obsessed with 

its source 

 

 

The Sexy Vicar 
 

In this exercise, you put any stock character into a different situation or setting from your list. 

 



 

Here I’m using the sexy vicar—an Anglican parish priest—who solves crimes. Based, of course, on 

Grantchester. I used favorite TV shows instead of my favorite movies list. 

 

For stock character examples, you can visit the TV Tropes site. You can take whatever stock 

character you want (skeptic, ambulance chaser, hermit, doting parent, starving student, neurotic, 

plucky office worker, sexy vicar, etc.) and combine them with titles or elements from your list of 

favorites, with different genres, or the list from Part I. 
 

Here are some examples:  

 

A vicar solves crimes in Cold War America 

 

A vicar solves crimes on a generation ship 

 

A vicar solves crimes while building a technology company 

 

A vicar is turned into a monster and solves crimes 

 

A vicar does catering work on the side to make ends meet while solving crimes 

 

A vicar solves supernatural crimes in Victorian London 

 

A vicar solves crimes while running an in-parish startup incubator 

 

A vicar and an unlikely partner solve paranormal mysteries and uncover a conspiracy 

     

 

 

 

Thanks for reading! 
 

I hope this got you unstuck and combining things like crazy. Comments about this booklet? Feel 

free to send me a note (preferably a nice one) at https://www.ninapost.com/contact/.  
 

And if a friend forwarded this to you (what an awesome friend), you can get my twice-monthly 

newsletter at https://www.ninapost.com/newsletter/, where you’ll get curated links and tips that 

can help you be more creative and productive. 

https://www.ninapost.com/contact/
https://www.ninapost.com/newsletter/

